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“Heather Taylor-Zimmerman is a masterful educator on how to heal and grow through artistic ex-
pression. Her presence is open, kind, wise and playful. She is skilled at creating an amazing and safe 
container for individuals to explore, go deep and have meaningful transformative experiences while 
guided by her. I have been blessed to know Heather as she has created a vast body of artistic work 
while being a mother, a friend, a community member, a farmer, a philanthopist and now a PhD in art 
and Jungian psychology! Her engagement with nature as a vessel for her work is powerful. Embark-
ing on a journey of personal growth with her guidance will be a blessing in your life.”

Mary Gibbons, MD and Educator 

“I met Heather Taylor in Olympia, WA during what we call an Artswalk. She was painting a portrait of 
a homeless man that was full of images and sacred geometry. She captured the man’s soul so vividly 
in this piece that I fell in love with her and her art almost instantly. It was clear to me that she had a 
level of insight and empathy that was transcendent of this material plane; as I often also feel as if I am 
a visitor here, I craved to know her more deeply. Synchronicity brought us back together years later 
just as she was finishing her doctorate. I spent hours reviewing the material she has put together. It is 
a beautiful juxtaposition of thorough academia, and a poetry describing something which is beyond 
words. As human beings, our conscious awareness is only the tip of a metaphorical iceberg, the 
majority of who we are is hidden not only from others, but also from ourselves under a vast incom-
prehensible ocean. I believe that Heather’s work gives us the opportunity to transcend our conscious 
awareness and learn who we really are thru our creative nature, and in knowing who we are, we can 
begin to also understand the vast ocean in which we are contained.”

Erin Adams-Chase, Social Worker and Activist

“Heather Taylor-Zimmermanis an exceptional teacher and group facilitator, as well as a beautifully 
soulful artist and person. She is gifted in leading persons in learning how art evokes the soul while 
also guiding them into creative exploration of their own inner images. Heather’s depth and breadth 
of knowledge of Jung’s Red Book is rare and is complimented by a graceful adeptness at teaching 
others how to journey into the spiral of their own depths through art and creativity.” 

Kristen Williams, Counselor

“I thoroughly enjoyed my seminar with Heather. She is a natural teacher, a rare combination of intel-
lectually curious and thoughtful listening. I left her seminar felling grounded and inspired.”
 
Amy Holbrook, Educator

 “I have known Heather as a friend and artist colleague for over five years now and I am impressed 
with her creative genius, but also her commitment to nurturing her family. She has a tremendous 
amound of gifts to share with the world and she is willing to do the work to expand and deepen her 
knowledge in various disciplines. She will be an asset to any participant or group. She is one of the 
rare “bridgers” of academia and the mystical realms, which is difficult to do. She is also one of the 
most dedicated and disciplined artists I have met and isn’t afraid of paving a new path for emerging 
artists to learn and feel safe.” 

Victoria Christensen, psychotherapist and award-winning author of Feminine Mysticism in Art


